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diversity is a universal problem [7]. In the case of parasites, there has been no global assessment of patterns
in the occurrence of cryptic species [5]. There has
been some deliberate prospecting for cryptic parasite
species using DNA markers, although most researchers still stumble upon them accidentally in the course
of research on phylogeography or while developing
molecular diagnostic tools. The mounting number of
reports makes it possible to address two important
aspects of cryptic parasite diversity. First, estimates of
cryptic diversity can be severely affected by methodological issues. For instance, sequence divergence at
ribosomal internal transcribed spacer regions ITS-1
and ITS-2 is widely used to distinguish between
cryptic species of helminth parasites. However,
mitochondrial sequences, such as those of the CO1
or ND4 genes, accumulate substitutions at a higher
rate than ITS regions, and may be more suitable for
the search of potential cryptic species [8]. Also, the
number of parasites sequenced and the number of
hosts they come from are likely to covary with the likelihood of detecting cryptic species, just as sampling
effort in general affects estimates of parasite diversity
based on morphological identification [9]. It is important to assess how these factors affect estimates of
cryptic diversity, to establish guidelines for future
research.
Second, after correcting for methodological artefacts,
comparisons among higher parasite taxa can reveal
whether there are also biological correlates of cryptic
diversity. On the one hand, the different life cycles
and transmission modes used by different groups of
parasites can influence the probability of genetic segregation and subsequent speciation [10]. On the other
hand, an uneven distribution of cryptic diversity
among higher taxa may simply reflect discrepancies in
our powers of taxonomic discrimination, which may
cause an imbalance in estimates of global diversity.
The present study explores patterns of cryptic diversity among helminth parasites by: (i) determining
whether the number of cryptic species detected
depends on the gene sequences used, the number of
parasite individuals sequenced and/or the number of
hosts from which they were obtained; and (ii) evaluating whether corrected estimates of cryptic diversity
differ among higher parasite taxa, indicating possible
biases among phylogenetic lineages in cryptic diversity.
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Cryptic species cause problems for estimates of
biodiversity. In the case of parasites, cryptic
species also plague efforts to detect potential zoonotic diseases or invasive pathogens. It is crucial
to determine whether the likelihood of finding
cryptic species differs among higher parasite
taxa, to better calibrate estimates of diversity
and monitor diseases. Using published reports
of cryptic species of helminth parasites identified
using molecular tools, I show that the number of
species found is strongly related to the number of
parasite individuals sequenced, weakly influenced by the number of host species from which
parasites were obtained, and unaffected by the
genetic markers used. After correction for these
factors, more cryptic species of trematodes are
found than in other helminth taxa. Although several features distinguish trematodes from other
helminths, it is probable that our inability to discriminate among sibling species of trematodes
results from their lack of structures serving as
species-specific morphological markers. The
available data suggest that current estimates of
helminth diversity may need to be doubled
(tripled for trematodes) to better reflect extant
diversity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The biodiversity of parasitic organisms may equal, perhaps even surpass, that of other organisms [1 – 3]. For
this and other reasons, such as their host specificity,
more parasites currently face extinction than freeliving species [4]. Estimates of parasite diversity and
extinction rates, as well as our ability to monitor potential zoonotic diseases or invasive pathogens, depend on
accurate identification of parasite species. However,
the use of molecular tools for parasite species discrimination is uncovering a vast hidden diversity of cryptic
species [5]. Cryptic species are sibling species that
are genetically distinct but morphologically indistinguishable, although slight differences are often
detected once researchers are prompted to look [6].
For metazoans, reports of cryptic species appear
almost evenly distributed among major taxa and biogeographic regions, suggesting that unrecognized

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
Relevant studies were found via a search of the Web of Science (July
2010), using the keyword string: ‘cryptic species AND (parasit* OR
helminth* OR trematod* OR digene* OR cestod* OR tapeworm*
OR nematod* OR roundworm* OR acanthocephala*)’. The 351
studies recovered were screened to include only helminth taxa for
which data were available for the following variables: (i) parasite
phylum, i.e. Acanthocephala, Nematoda or Platyhelminthes, the
latter including trematodes, cestodes and monogeneans; (ii) the
molecular marker(s) used; (iii) sequencing effort or the number of
parasite individuals sequenced; (iv) host sampling effort or the
number of host species from which they were obtained; and (v) the
number of cryptic species detected, defined as the number of new,
genetically distinct species beyond those already known before the
study. The definition of what constitutes two distinct species based
on sequence divergence varied among studies from greater than
3 to 10 per cent base pair differences; all decisions by the authors
of the original studies have been retained. Based on the molecular
markers used, studies were split into three categories for analysis:
those using only ITS sequences, those using mitochondrial
sequences such as the CO1 or ND4 genes and those using other
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markers. The latter include two studies based on allozymes, retained
because they specified the number of individuals used to evaluate
allele frequencies at different loci, which is equivalent to sequencing
effort.
Two potentially important variables could not be included
because of a lack of suitable data. The first was the taxonomic
group to which the host species belonged. Most helminths use
more than one host species, from different phyla, to complete their
life cycles, making it impossible to assign a given helminth to a
single host group. Also, parasites were often obtained from both
intermediate and definitive hosts, or host identity was not specified.
The second variable was the latitude from which the parasites originated. Most studies sampled parasites from vast areas, often
spanning greater than 158 in latitude, while others did not specify
the geographical origins of the material.
Sequencing effort, host sampling effort and the number of cryptic
species detected were log-transformed. To assess the effects of methodological factors on the likelihood of detecting cryptic species, an
analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used, with the number of
cryptic species detected as the dependent variable. The type of molecular marker used (ITS only, mitochondrial gene or other) was the
main factor, and sequencing effort and host sampling effort were
included as covariates.
The above analysis indicated that only sequencing effort, and to
a lesser extent host sampling effort, were significant predictors of
the number of cryptic species detected across studies (see §3).
Therefore, the number of cryptic species was regressed against
both sequencing effort and host sampling effort, with the relationship
forced through the origin. Given that only studies yielding at least
one cryptic species are included, an intercept of zero in log-space
corresponds to finding one cryptic species for the minimum
sequencing/sampling effort. Residuals from this multiple regression
were used as ‘expected’ numbers of cryptic species corrected for
sequencing and sampling effort. Differences in residual numbers of
cryptic species among parasite higher taxa were assessed with a
one-way ANOVA.
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3. RESULTS
A total of 40 helminth taxa comprising cryptic species,
from 33 articles, were retained in the dataset (see
electronic supplementary material). These 40 taxa
consisted either of named species previously assumed
to represent a single genetic entity or genera with previously unresolved taxonomy. The number of cryptic
species detected varied from one to 18, for a total of
96 across all 40 helminth taxa. For the majority
(77.5%) of taxa, only one or two cryptic species were
found.
The molecular marker used had no effect on how
many cryptic species were found (ANCOVA: F2,34 ¼
0.771, p ¼ 0.470). In contrast, the number of cryptic
species detected was influenced by the sequencing
effort (F1,34 ¼ 12.464, p ¼ 0.0012) and weakly
affected by the host sampling effort (F1,34 ¼ 4.055,
p ¼ 0.052). Sequencing effort and host sampling
effort correlated with each other (r ¼ 0.421, n ¼ 40,
p ¼ 0.0076), but the former emerged as the stronger
predictor of the number of cryptic species detected.
As a rule, the more individual parasites are
sequenced, or the more host species are sampled for
parasites, the more cryptic species are discovered
(figure 1).
Using residual numbers of cryptic species found
corrected for both sequencing and host sampling
effort, there was no difference (p ¼ 0.55) among
the three helminth phyla. However, trematodes
showed marginally higher residual values than
other helminths (figure 2), either when compared
with all other helminths (F1,38 ¼ 4.06, p ¼ 0.049)
or only with other platyhelminths (F1,27 ¼ 3.94,
p ¼ 0.057).
Biol. Lett. (2011)
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Figure 1. Number of cryptic species detected in molecular
analyses of 40 helminth taxa, as a function of (a) sequencing
effort, i.e. the number of parasite individuals sequenced, and
(b) host sampling effort or the number of host species from
which parasites were obtained. Data from different taxonomic groups are indicated by different symbols. Filled
squares, trematodes; open circles, cestodes; open triangles,
monogeneans; filled diamonds, nematodes; open squares,
acanthocephalans.

4. DISCUSSION
The recent discovery of a large number of previously
unrecognized cryptic species is causing estimates of
extant diversity to be revised in all major groups
[7,11,12]. Here, I show that for helminth parasites,
detection of cryptic species is both very sensitive to
the number of individuals examined with molecular
tools, and unevenly distributed among higher taxa.
Not all methodological factors affect the discovery
of cryptic species. The molecular marker used for distinguishing between species did not affect the number
of cryptic species detected. Having said that, mitochondrial sequences remain superior tools for
prospecting for cryptic species in any particular taxon
because they accumulate substitutions at a higher
rate [8]. Also, the number of host species from which
parasites are recovered, although correlated across
studies with the number of individual parasites
sequenced, was in itself only a weak predictor of how
many cryptic species are found. This suggests that
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Figure 2. Number of cryptic species detected in molecular
analyses of 15 trematode taxa and 25 other helminth taxa.
Data are residuals corrected for both the number of parasite
individuals sequenced and the number of host species from
which they were obtained.

host specificity is not always a distinguishing feature of
cryptic species [13], as several can coexist within the
same host species.
The variable that best explained how many cryptic
species were found was sequencing effort, or the
number of individual parasites analysed. However,
recent trends suggest that sequencing effort when prospecting for cryptic species has intensified: in the 15
years covered by the dataset (1995 – 2010), there was
a significant positive correlation between year of publication and the log-transformed number of parasite
individuals sequenced per study (r ¼ 0.402, n ¼ 40,
p ¼ 0.0102). Given the decreasing costs associated
with all steps from DNA extraction to sequencing,
one should aim to include as many individuals as realistically possible when prospecting for cryptic species,
with the hypothesis underlying the research also
dictating the minimum sequencing effort required.
The main finding was a phylogenetic bias in cryptic
diversity after correction for methodological effects.
For any given number of host species sampled or individual parasites sequenced, more cryptic species tend
to be found in trematodes than in other helminth
taxa. This departs from patterns observed among
metazoans in general, where there is no greater cryptic
diversity in one higher taxon than in another [7].
Several features distinguish trematodes from other
helminths: they use a gastropod as first intermediate
host, they show extremely strict host specificity for
that host and they multiply clonally within it. However,
it is unlikely that these features combine to produce
either higher speciation rates or greater morphological
stasis within trematodes than in other helminths [10].
Our inability to discriminate among co-occurring sibling species of trematodes without genetic data may
instead result from a time-lag between genetic speciation and subsequent morphological divergence in
organisms lacking fast-evolving hard structures
[14,15]. Unlike other helminths [16,17], trematodes
Biol. Lett. (2011)
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lack species-specific morphological markers allowing
precise identification.
The present dataset suffers from the usual limitations associated with published data. It includes
only studies reporting at least one cryptic species, i.e.
the data only include positive hits. Studies that set
out to search for cryptic helminth species but found
none do exist [18], but are probably under-represented
in the literature. It is therefore difficult to determine
the frequency at which one described taxon consists
of cryptic species, and all inferences rest solely on
cases where cryptic species have been identified.
A survey of studies of cryptic species in parasite taxa
including helminths, arthropods and protozoans found
128 cryptic species discovered by 68 studies [5]. Here,
only among helminths, 96 cryptic species are found
from 40 studies (2.4 cryptic species per taxon studied).
Many more might have been missed in studies where
few individuals were sequenced. Helminths that have
been investigated for cryptic species are among the
best studied, because of their medical, veterinary or ecological importance [5]. If cryptic species are missed
within those taxa, we are a long way from any realistic
estimate of total helminth diversity. Keeping in mind
that cases in which cryptic species are rare or do not
occur are probably under-represented in the literature,
the estimates of Poulin & Morand [2], based solely on
mean numbers of parasite species per host species
and their specificity, may need to be doubled. For
trematodes, where cryptic species seem to abound, the
original estimate may need to be tripled, bringing it to
approximately 75 000 extant species.
I thank Isabel Blasco-Costa, Tommy Leung and Haseeb
Randhawa for comments on an earlier version of the
manuscript.
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